
This is a toolkit that doesn’t resemble one; a collection, a journal and a research that takes a 
stand and refuses free emotional labour while embraces the collective un-learnings (Doing It 
With Others & Undoing It With Others). I instist in the gerund form of the verb to underline 
the processual quality of it. This is not a finished “product”. It a seed and a residue looking 
for radical listening and radical safety, a seed which wiggles around its sourrounding matter 
to create space. Creating space: to aerate, to materialize, to give room. This is a collage. An 
attempt to grasp the invisible. This is a toolkit that doesnt’ resemble one; it offers more ques-
tions than answers. And it might fail in that same process.
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The term sentipensar is a joint verb in spanish from the two actions of sentir (to 
feel) and pensar (to think)1. It is a simple proposition breaking the carthesian hier-
archy mind-body, rational-irrational, etc. the same dichotomies that have allowed 
and still allow to justify, perpetuate and continue canons of domination and power 
structures. Sentipensar considers, the inability to separate the sentir of the pensar. 
It assumes the positionality, the embodiement, it creates a virtuose loop where we 
consider ourselves as humans as ecosystems, including the ecosystems in which we 
don’t move but which we are fully part of. Giving equal space to the emotion and 
the thought processes allows as well to counter the simplistic ideas of mental health 
and wellbeing as “superficial” “personal issues” “pathologies” “your generation is too 
sensitive” “we can’t say anything anymore”. 

It is, our capacity to inhabit the world in this dual action understood as one. The 
body and the mind cross-trace each other, they are archive, inscription, material, 
source, digestive space. To be honest, sentipensar with/within/ an institution seems 
something completely counter-intuitive.

1 A verb/adjective with problematic history, but which comes from ontologies of non-white colombi-
an coast populations
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How to transform the anger and trauma, “what to do with what’s (often) said invisible, 
embodied” as a way of working through my own sentipensar? we cannot separate what these 
experiences in the intersections do to our emotions, to our bodies, to our mental health.

AFFECT EFFECT IN WHAT’S POLITICAL

Francisco Huichaqueo, mapuche filmmaker tells us for instance the importance of 
dreams as a space of power for the self, and the space made collectively to tell them, 
to listen to them. Listening to other layers of our bodies that contain data, images 
and symbols. Same as dreamtime is a sacred aboriginal mythology. By listening, we 
respect the living being. By telling stories, we make them real. We make space for 
them, for words (ours and others’), to enter our imaginaries and nourrish the realm 
of “what could be”. 

The law, also composed by a mechanic of regulated and filled-with-power (perform-
ative) words can regulate reality. Colin Dayan1 recounts that through the terms of 
law, we can think of “how (it) encapsulates, sustains, and invigorates a philosophie 
of personhood”. 

Law has positive and negative personhoods, and “law words (...) wield the power 
to transform. I will argue that residues of terror are never really dead and gone and 
always find new bodies to inhabit, new persons to target (...) institutions depend 
upon techonlogies of domination that are sustained by the rethorically powerful 
forms of law”, “practices of law, I argue, become interchangeable with rituals of 
belief (...) the law creates persons much as the supernatural creates spirits”2.

What to do with what’s invisible? What to do with what’s embodied?
What to do when that invisible is untranslatable to Others*?
What to do when that emotion is dismissed?
Is it, as told, a “private issue”? 

Emotion ignites action. Giving emotion space, existance, is ackowledging emotions as a way 
of orienting oneself in the world. 

1 The law is a white dog: how legal rituals make and unmake persons, Colin Dayan, 2013, Priceton 
Uniersity Press
2 From introduction of The law is a white dog (op.cit.)
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“In my model of the “nonperformative”, the failure of the speech act to do what it says is not 
a failure of intent or even circumstance, but it is actually what the speech act is doing. In 
other words, the nonperformative does not “fail to act” because of conditons that are external 
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